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other returned with long ears, but humiliated and scorned.
 For this purpose, the ass took the place of the ostrich in Arabic poetry

concerning this story to testify the fact that says:
“Immortality (survival) is for the strongest.” Èu�ú� ©œuK)«® ¡UI³�«

CONCLUSION

 Arabic language is one of the richest languages in the world, namely, in its
vocabulary, derivational system, semantics, phonetics, etc.

 Three counter- examples have been lexically chosen. Each of which has
almost a similar phonemic shape: (sarim, salim, and zalim). These three en-
tries have been submitted to lexical, phonetical and morphophonomical, and
mystical investigation. As a conclusion to this study, one may strongly affirm
on the high dynamic system of Arabic, especially the process of Ibn Jennis‘
theory: “The adherence between the sounds in a given word signifies a close
similarity in meaning between these counter entries“. These three words, are
just counter- examples for more investigation that should take place on this
field.
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 The Indian story, concerning this matter, indicates that the donkey was
given a horn. It returned possessing a horn in the middle of his forehead. The
Indian legend says: In India  wild asses are born as big as horses. All of their
bodies are white, except for their heads which approach purple, while their
eyes give off a dark blue color. They each have a horn on their foreheads as
much as cubit and a half longer; the lower part of the horn is white, the upper
part is crimson, while the middle is jet- black. From these variegated horns,
the Indians drink, and round them at intervals they lay rings of gold, as though
they were decorating the beautiful arm of a statue with bracelets. The legend
says that the man who can drink from this horn, knows not, and is free from
incurable diseases.(31) He will never be seized with convulsions, nor with the
sacred sickness, nor will he be destroyed by poisons. Moreover, if he has pre-
viously drunk some deadly stuff, he vomits it up and is resorted to health.

 It is said that the asses, both the tame and the wild kind, in all over the
world, and all other beasts with uncloven hoofs, are without knucklebones
and without gall in the liver, whereas those horned asses of India have knuck-
lebone and are not without gall. It is also said that these animals are far swifter
than any horse or any deer. They begin to run, at a gentle pace, but gradually
gather strength until able to take up the pursuit; in the language of poetry, to
chase the unattainable.

 In Volume II of the same book, Aelian mentions another story about these
horned asses. He says(32)

 In Scythia there are asses with horns, and these horns had water from the
river of Arcadia known as the Styx; all other vessels the water cuts through,
even though they might be made of iron. One of these horns, the legend says,
was brought by Spatter to Alexander of Macedon. In his admiration, he set up
the horn as a Votive offering to the Pythian god at Delphi, with this inscription
beneath it:

 “In this honor, O God of Healing, Alexander of Macedon set up this horn
from a Scythian ass, a marvelous piece, which was not subduced by the un-
stained stream of the Lusean Styx but withstood the strength of its water“(33).

 In this legend, however, we see that the ass has returned unpunished, and
this is the opposite side of the legend we have seen in the Sumerian, Hebrew,
and Arabic folktales. It seems that the ass here represents the symbol of strength,
while the ostrich represents in the Arab legend, the symbol of cowardice and
fear. One of them was punished and returned (sarim, salim, zalim), while the
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he was kicked by the donkey, hit it and salama (jadaca) its ear.(27)

 I suppose that the stag (ayyil) here is an alternation of the word (Inlil)
which means the goddess in the ancient myth. And in that case, the competi-
tion took place truly between the donkey and the (ayyil) itself. And now we
can understand the kind of punishment that comes over this animal. It re-
turned despised and scorned with its ears dangling at the sides of its head.
Moreover, it was punished to get the worst sound of all the animals until it was
mentioned in the Quran in the concept of humbleness and modesty, coming
from the tongue of Lugman al- Hakim who was one of the wisest three men of
the ancient times (Inlil, Eisube, and Lugman).

 Lugman advises his son, saying: “O my son! Do not sell thy cheek for
pride at men, nor walk in insolence through the earth; for God loveth not any
arrogant boaster.  And be moderate in thy pace, and lower thy voice, for the
harshest of sounds without doubt is the braying of the ass“(28)

 If we look through the Classical Arabic poetry we can figure out that the
donkey took the place of the ostrich in this respect. This  relationship between
the donkey and the ostrich in this story can take an opposite direction. While
the ostrich was punished by the sharpening of its hearing and lengthening of
its ears. It was given this harsh and ugly

sound. Both of them asked for something that was not for them.
Al- Thacalibi, however, mentions that Bashar Ibn Burd says(29)

 dB�Ó‡ž dOF�U� 
Ó

U³�UÞ «bÎ	ÓU½dÎ5½–QÐ l‡łd¹ rK� 

 Like this line, al- Maydani relates in his proverbs the same meaning, recit-
ing two lines of poetry without mentioning the poet of each one. He says:
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“The donkey went to borrow a horn for himself, but it returned without its
two ears.” The other poet say(30)
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 So, it is the ostrich which refused its nature and way of life and wanted
more than it deserved. It went asking for horns without the permission of its
creator; so it deserved to have its ears cut off. The Arabic proverb, however,
does not mention the name of the animal, just saying, “As the seeker of the
horn which returned with his ears cut off.(25)

 The ostrich, however, represents the image of fear and cowardice in the
Arabic poetry. It is described that it is the least intelligent of all animals. It is
also said that in spite of its huge body, its brain is very small. The ancient myth
does not tell us where the animal went when it asked for the horn. Gordon,
however, tells us that the Sumerian story as well as the Greek one relate that
the animal went to the goddess, “Inlil,” in the Sumerian myth; while it went to
“Zeus“ in the Greek story. It is very difficult to figure out the reason that was
behind putting the camel in the place of the Sumerian fox. It is true that the
ears of the camel compared with its huge body are very small, but I think that
this was not the main reason. This story was probably attached to the camel in
the Hebrew proverbs because the camel has two different natural dispositions.
One of them is its stubbornness, and the other is its obedience and forbear-
ance. This strange nature of the camel in addition to its small ears and long
neck made it very jealous, especially of those animals which have horns. So
the other ancient proverb says for the person who is jealous and very harsh,
“you are as malicious as the camel.” For this reason, the myth pointed out to
that creature as it was ambitious enough to reject the order of the goddess so it
was punished to live in the desert without horns and with its small ears
(maslumah) cut off(26).

 On the other hand, the story takes another direction in Kalilah Wadimnah
of Ibn al- Muqaffac. He discuses the story in detail and points out that the
animal in this story is the donkey. Once, the donkey went to a well to drink,
and there, it saw a stag wandering proudly with its horns. The donkey envied
the stag and went to seek horns, but his question was not acceptable. We can
understand this story in another way when we remember that the ears of the
donkey instead of being cut off, were lengthened more. Another story related
to the donkey is that it went to the house of the stag and spoke to it, but the stag
did not understand the language of the donkeys. The owner of the stag, after
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The Mythological Study of the Words
(sarim, salim, and zalim)

 In his book al- Haywan, al- Jahiz mentions that the ancient Arabs say that
there are two kinds of animals that do not hear at all. One of them is the snake,
and the other is the ostrich. He recites a line of poetry for Alqamah Ibn Abdah
saying.

Áu�
Ï

oA� =� UBF�« ÓU¹QÎð ÔO³
=

MÔt
Ô

∫pÝ√^ÂuKB�  «u�_« lL�ð ô 

 Some of the poets say that the ostrich can hear in spite of its little ears. It is,
therefore called (zalim); not because it does not hear, but rather because it is
huge and deserves to have horns(22). This story, however, is related to the an-
cient proverbs, folk tales, and myths of the Sumerians. Gordon, in his Sumerian
proverbs,  asserts that this animal was the fox, which is known for his greedi-
ness. The myth says that this animal wanted to be like the ox, and it desired to
have a horn. He wanted something not his own, so he returned punished, and
his ears were cut off. But, infact, this animal returned safe. Instead of cutting
off his ears, it returned with a long and sharp pair of ears.

 The situation of the fox was turned the other. It was punished in a different
way (according to the Sumerian Myth). The Goddess puts off its pride and
forms it to hear very sharply but without earning any valuable thing. (23) In
ancient Hebrew, the animal was the camel. Cohen a. relates this proverb under
the title, “Human Faults.” He says:“ The camel went to seek horns and the ears
which it possessed were cut off. What is the relation between the fox and the
camel in this respect?”

 Why was the fox changed in the Hebrew myth into a camel? Probably, one
can explain this phenomenon when he knows the meaning of the sign of pun-
ishment which is a symbol of putting everyone in his natural place. The horn
is the symbol of strength and pride, while the ear is the location of punishment
and scorn. The animal, however, can be led by his ears, while sometimes diso-
beys to be drawn by its horn(24). In the ancient Arabic proverbs, it is said that
this animal is the donkey while it is the ostrich in the Arabic poetry. Al- Jahiz
says: The Bedouins assume that the animal which went asking for horns and
returned with its ears cut off was the zalim or (an.nacamah) and it is so ≠

called al- Amazlum for this reason. Abu al- Iyal al- Huthali says:
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forms of morphemes. This may lead us also to assume that these three forms
may be derived, chronically speaking, from the same root.(15)

s                    z
m

r                    l

 It is also assumed that the alternation of the sounds of these words may be
attributed to the phonological nature of the stems to which can be counted for
on purely phonetic grounds with reference to specific

morphemes, are said to be phonologically conditioned(16).
 Nevertheless, some phonologists assume that the velarized {d} ÷, {t} ◊,

{s} ’ , and {z}ÿ are one variety of the Arabic emphatic consonants ’ ≠◊ ≠÷

and ÿ which contrast with plain ” ≠  ≠œ and –. Moreover, we note that valor-
ized {l}  is the l- sound of the Arabic word Allah {alla:}, as opposed to the
rather clear (slightly palatalized) {1} of the word {alladi} means ‘which‘. (17)

According to this hypothesis we can suggest the following phonological
alternate rule:

S+l (r) /  ‡‡‡‡‡‡m
z≠≠> s Ø____ m

 It is also useful to know that these linguistic theories including the mor-
phological conditional alternates are profoundly discussed by Western pho-
nologists. They are also considered to be one of the important linguistic theo-
ries which had been studied thoroughly and vehemently by the ancient Arab
linguists.(18) Ibn Faris, in this respect, says that Arabs used to replace pho-
nemes instead of others in many morphemes for some phonological reasons,
and these forms still have the same meaning. (salama, zalama) on one hand,
and (salama, sarama) on the other, are clear examples for this theory. (19) Al-
Khalil Ibn Ahmed al- Farahidi assests on this theory saying that the sound {j}
in {ja:su:} in the Quranic verse {fa- jasu xilala ad- diyar} is the alternate of the
sound {h} in {ha:su}, and both of the two words means (to peer around)(20).

 In certain languages, such as Japanese and Korean, no phonemic contrast
exists between the consonants {r} and {l}. Japanese has both {r} and {l}, but
as free variants of one phoneme usually labeled {r}. Korean also has both {r}
and {l}, but in complementary distribution as allophones of a single phoneme
usually labeled {1}. (21)
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a place not its own; putting it in a wrong place, and it is done by exceeding or
by falling on the rights of others, or the acting in whatsoever way one pleases
in the disposal of the property of another. The prophet, peace be upon him,
says: (® Æ©W�UOI�« Âu¹  ULKþ rKE�«Az- zulm) primarily signifies the suffering of loss
and the cutting off (al- inqitac- ŸUDI½ô«) which is said, (according to ar- Raghib,
dOM*« ÕU³B*«, p, 78), to be of three kinds: (9) cutting off between man and God; and
(inqitac) between man and man; and the third is cutting off between a man and
himself. For this reason the male of the ostrich is so- called (zalim- r??O?K?þ) be-
cause it asked something which is not its own, when it went to the goddess
asking for a horn, thus returned losing its ears to become a flex words (salim,
or sarim, or zalim), (10) and that is because it exceeded its position.

 According to Ibn Manzur‘s  Lisan and to Lane‘s Lexicon, one can see the
close relation between these three entries (sarim, salim and zalim) which give
the same meaning. Lane, however mentions another meaning for (zalama and
tazallama) which has a slight connection with the goats when they smote one
another with their horns by herbage. This, however, reminds us of the hard
treatment the ostrich had faced when it returned with its ears cut off, and with-
out a horn with which it may defend itself as the goats did(11). (jalama, jarama
and jamama; salama, sarama and samama) each of which means cut off, and
somewhat becoming deaf, or without ears, or cannot hear(12).

The Phonetic and the morpho- phonemic
Alternation of (sarama, salama, zalama)

 In Arabic language, sounds and their meanings are paired arbitrarily in the
morpheme. According to this theory, we can confirm that the same meaning is
associated with the sounds represented by the roots (sarama, salama, jarama,
jalama and zalama)(13). The sound- meaning pairings of {s}, {j}, {z} for these
words is clearly arbitrary.

 Ibn Jenni has maintained that there must be some natural connection be-
tween identical words and their meanings(14). The word (sarama), for example,
has the meaning of cutting off something. Likewise, the word (salama) has the
same meaning with a slight difference in its specific meaning. For this reason,
one can assume that these entries (sarama, salama, and zalama) have partially
similar phonemic forms, and they have the same identical meanings. This leads
us to hypothesize that {s}, {z} on the first radical (salama, zalama) forms; and
{r}, {l} on the middle of the same words are related to the same alternate
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withdraw rom his friendship with him. (4)

 Lane mentions that (tasrim) means the cutting off of the teats of camels.
(asrama): means that the palm trees were attained, or were near to the time, or
season, for cutting off their fruit. (as- sarimato) B�«Ò ≠W1d a portion detached from
the main aggregate of sand. (fa  asabahat kas- sarim) B�U
 X×³�Q�]® .d

(5)
∫© so, the

garden became like a dark and desolated spot whose fruit had been gathered.
In another Quranic verse God says: (5??�—U??� r?²?M?
 Ê≈) (6)if you would gather the
fruits). In the third verse of the Quran, God says: (7) ( �dBO� «uL��√ –≈

Ô
M]≠ ©5×³B� UN

when they resolved to gather the fruits of the garden in the morning. Antara
Ibn Shaddad says:

Ý
Ó

×
]

UÎUÐUJ�ðË ÎqJ� ¨^OAŽ 
]

WÌ∫¡U*« UNOKŽ Íd−¹
Ô

B²¹ r� Ód
]

Â

  (The water comes over the garden heavily every night without cutting off-
B²¹ r�Ód

]
Â ). In the same (muallaqah), he says:

�ÓFqÏœuF¹ 
Ô

∫tCOÐ …dOAF�« ÍcÐ b³F�U�_« q¹uD�« ËdH�« Í– Ó�ÚrK

In this line of verse (aslam) means: the man who  does not hear, because his
ears were cut off. In another line, Antara says: (8)

K³ð q¼=GÓM=—«œ w
Ó

WO½bý U¼Ï∫�Ô� »«dA�« ÂËd×0 XMF
Ô
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]

Â

 And here (musarram, and masrum means: the water that was cut off from
this camel, so it was very thirsty.

 The poet describes his  she- camel in his long journey through the desert
saying that this camel was severely walking through the hills and valleys until
the portion which was in between its padded foot has been cut off (musarram),
or even (musallam); to give the same meaning: (cutting off), when he says:-

Q�ËÓ½]fDð UL
Ô

ÂU�ü« 
Ó

WOAŽ Î∫Ð V¹dIÐ
Ó

�M*« 55L� 
Ô

BÓK]r

 We have seen, so far, the close meaning of both of (sarim- musarram; and
salim- musallam) as they were used in the pre- Islamic poetry as well as in
some verses of the Quran. (sarim- .d�) means also the dark night. However,
there is a close relationship between the meaning of the two words (sarim and
zalim) which mean the black night as (zalam).

 In his lexicon, Lane says that (zalama) generally means: he did wrong; or
acted wrongfully, unjustly, injuriously. (Az- zulm) signifies putting a thing in
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INTRODUCTION

“It should be known that all languages are similar to crafts. They are habits
located in the tongue and serve the purpose of expressing ideas”.(1)

 Arabic language, however, was submitted to investigation, in all its lin-
guistic branches, as early as the rise of Islam. Under the impact of serving the
Qur‘anic studies, Arabic linguistics immerged themselves in studying the Arabic
sounds, morphology, syntax, semantics, lexicology and literature.(2)

 Studying the Arabic vocabularies and classifying the entries of their lin-
guistic lexicons were from their first interests. Nevertheless, the entries of the
lexicon of a certain language are also like the human being; being born, devel-
oping, matching each other, living and dying.(3)

 In this paper, I will shed light on three Arabic entries: (sarim, salim and
zalim) which have partially similar phonemic forms, and have the same iden-
tical meaning. In the course of studying these words, some modern western
linguistic issues should be consulted just like language variation, language
change, lexical entries and phonological domains, morphophonemic alterna-
tion, and other phonological rules. In dealing with these modern linguistic
theories, I expect that the three items under discussion (sarim, salim, and zalim)
will be understood semantically in the context of the changes of their morpho-
phonemic structures, and in the light of their historical and mystical relations.

A LEXICAL STUDY OF THE ROOTS
(SARAMA, SALAMA, ZALAMA)

 Saram- ∫Âd� He cut it in any manner. Also, it means: he cut it through, or
he cut it off, or severed it. For thus, the meaning of (qata ahu- tFD�) is generally
explained, or it signifies only that he cut it so as to separate it, namely, to cut a
thing, such as a rope, and a raceme of dates. One may say: (sarama uthunahu
an salamaha) means: he cut off his ears entirely. And (sarama an- nakhla): lD�

ÁdLŁ, and the fruits are cut off. He cut off the fruits; or the product of the palm
trees and the plant stems of the corn are cut off. (sarama habla al- mawaddah)
meanis that he ceased to speak to him, or to associate with him; he cut him off
from a friendly relationship or from having communication; forsook him; or
abandoned him, or separated himself from him, namely, his friend cut off or
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h�K�

U?¦×Ð ÊuJ²� W¹«bÐ XF{Ë b� X½U
 WÝ«—b�« Ác¼Ît½√ YŠU³�« błË b�Ë ¨W�ôb�« rKŽ w� 

�® W?Łö¦�«  «œdH*« Ác¼ ”—bð Ê√ bOH*« s�Ód
Ó

Â
Ó

� ≠ÓKÓr
Ó

þ ≠ÓK?Ór
Ó

v?�≈ W�U{ùUÐ ¨W¹uG� WÝ«—œ ©

l� UNðU�öŽ YOŠ s� ÿUH�_« Ác¼ WÝ«—b�« Ác¼ X�ËUMð b�Ë ¨WO¹—U²�« WOŠUM�« s� UN²Ý«—œ

«bŠ«Ë vMF� UN� qFł U2 WOðuB�« WOŠUM�« s� iF³�« UNCFÐÎw� WÝ«—b�« Ác¼ XFCš b�Ë Æ

X?Ý—œ b?I?� W?O?¹—U²�« WOŠUM�« s� U�√ ÆWOÐdF�«Ë WOÐdG�« W¹uGK�«  U¹dEM�« iF³� ‰U:« «c¼

ôbÐ lłd� 5½d� tODFð ÊQÐ WN�ü« V�UD¹ V¼– Íc�« Ê«uO(« WB� ‚UOÝ w� ÿUH�_«Îp�– s� 

ÆWOÐdF�«Ë W¹bMN�«Ë W¹d³F�«Ë W¹d�u��« UOłu�u¦O*« w� ¡Uł U� V�Š ¨5½–_« ÂuKB�
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Abstract

This research paper was written, initially, to be a presentation in semantics.
The researcher found it useful to discuss these three entries: þÓK?Ór?

Ó
� ¨ÓK?Ór

Ó
� ¨Ód?

Ó
Â
Ó

(sarama, salama, and zalama) not only in their lexical meanings, but also in
the symbolic connection between sounds and meanings of these counter
examples. Some Arabic and foreign linguistic theories have been consulted.
In terms of the mythological relationship between these three words, the
researcher recited the story of the animal which went asking for a horn,
(according to the Sumerian, Hebrew, Indian and Arabic mythology), and
returned with  its ears cut off.
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